
This, the Fall 2010 edition of Drug Discovery World, includes
eight articles. Six of them review the current status of
technologies either in common use, or recommended for use, in

drug discovery laboratories. One gives an up to date perspective on
immunology R&D and the other describes a new model for innovation
and raises the question as to whether the pharmaceutical industry will,
or should, embrace it.

All of these articles should be read against the background,
repeatedly discussed in these Introductions to DDW, of the continuing
poor productivity of the pharmaceutical industry in terms of the
number of new drugs being introduced into the market. The author of
the article on the new model for innovation, referred to in the previous
paragraph, points out that the apparent productivity decline in the last
decade can to a degree be explained by the fact that there was a peak
of productivity in 1995 to 2000. Nevertheless, as she says, there has
been a large increase in investment in R&D in the last decade with no
concomitant increase in the return on that investment. 

The pharmaceutical industry followed the example of companies in
other sectors and attempted to solve the productivity gap by mergers
and acquisitions. Our author quotes a statistic which shows that 29 of
the companies which existed in 1980 have now reduced to nine ‘global
pharmaceutical giants’ – but without any demonstrable improvement
in productivity.

Increasingly, another strategy has been followed – that of
collaboration between large companies with smaller biotechnology
companies or academia or by way of public-private partnerships. This
has led to the externalisation of much R&D from big companies and to
the concept of ‘open innovation’ which is defined and discussed in the
article in these pages where examples are given of how it is already
being applied. It is pointed out, however, that there is still some
confusion about how this concept can, or should, be applied to the
pharmaceutical industry. Our author concludes that ‘leadership within
companies is critical – leaders at all levels need to communicate a clear
open innovation strategy and define and resource the processes to
implement the strategy’.

All is not doom and gloom, however. One of the success stories of the
past decade must be the successful introduction of a number of new
therapies for the treatment of immune-mediated and inflammatory
diseases including the very prevalent rheumatoid arthritis and
inflammatory bowel diseases. The earliest drugs were Tumour Necrosis
Factor (TNF) inhibitors and five of these are now approved in the US
and around the world. Our article on this subject includes a list of 16
indications for which the first TNF inhibitor Infliximab has received
approval by the FDA for use in the US. Innovations in this field
continue but, in addition, new mechanisms in inflammation are
emerging from research and a number of drugs targeting distinct
immune cell receptors or cytokines have been approved or are in
development. Our author concludes that these innovations will lead to
‘new and better therapeutic options for patients’. 

Another contributory factor in the poor productivity discussed above
is the continuing high attrition rate of compounds in development which,
in turn is, in part at least, a function of poor lead selection. For many
years the workhorse of lead selection has been high throughput screening
(HTS). There is, however, a growing feeling, as discussed in one of our
articles that the quality is much more important than the number of leads.
There is a quote in the article which states that ‘brute force HTS seems to
have little value in pursuing more difficult targets’. This is leading to the
use, for example, of fragment-based screening giving more

physiologically relevant
read-outs. Screening is
also increasingly being
carried out on carefully
selected libraries. This
approach should, it is
hoped, lead to a more
cost-effective lead sel-
ection process.

High throughput flow
cytometry has been in
use in research and
clinical laboratories for
more than two decades
and although the
technique has appli-
cations in some stages of
drug discovery, it has not
up to now been con-
sidered appropriate for
use in screening large compound libraries. However, a new system for
high throughput flow cytometry is described in one of our articles 
and this may add usefully to the armamentarium of tools available to
drug discoverers.

Another, emerging technique – neutron scattering – is described in
another article. This should add to computer modelling techniques
already in use and should, it is claimed, aid in the identification and
development of the best drug candidates by improving our
understanding of chemical and protein structure, elucidationg a drug’s
mode of action, or investigating how biological interactions occur.

We also carry a review of mass spectrometry in drug discovery and
development. This describes what it is and how it works and discusses
its use in the various stages of the discovery/development pathway. It
also looks to the future and describes the products which are
currently available.

In light of the fact that the majority of drug discovery projects are
aimed at protein targets there is much activity directed towards the
development of sensitive, robust and cost-effective screening assays.
Many of these involve the use of extrinsic labelling or reporter systems
that are prone to non-specific compound interference. This has led to
an increasing trend towards label-free technologies which can
interrogate many and diverse aspects of molecular and cellular biology.
Current trends in the field are reviewed in an article here. Again the
aim, as discussed above, is to focus effort on fewer, higher quality
series of compounds. For the future there is a possibility that
functional cell-based high throughput screens may be developed using
primary cells. This could provide an invaluable bridge between in vitro
and in vivo pharmacology.

Microplates are widely used in drug discovery laboratories and bulk
reagent dispensers (BRDs) are used to add bulk reagents to the wells in
the microplates. Over the years their performance and capabilities have
improved but there are still some concerns about their reliability and
robustness. We report on the results of a survey carried out among users
of BRDs. The author states that these concerns still remain to some
extent and it remains to be seen whether the BRDs discussed in his
article adequately address them.
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